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SEVERE TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURY IN 

CHILDREN & ADOLESCENTS 
 

TBI is well recognized as a cause of concern in the 

military and increasingly is a cause of concern in the 

sports world.  The brain prefers being coddled and 

contained and does not do well with significant 

battering, either acutely or more chronically.  This 

week’s eweekly discusses research findings regarding 

severe TBI.   

 

While typically protected in the skull and bathed in a 

shock absorbing pool of fluid, injuries do occur on the 

battlefield, on the gridiron and in everyday life.  Bottom 

line: Severe brain trauma routinely results in serious 

cognitive, emotional and behavioral problems. 
 

WHO IS AT RISK?:  Studies of youth who’ve 

experienced severe brain trauma show the most 

significant risk factor for such a TBI is the existence of 

a psychiatric disorder, typically one associated with 

problems with impulse control, anger and 

inattentiveness.  Between 30 to 50% have such a pre-

existing psychiatric diagnosis.  These youth are also at 

greater risk for orthopedic injury, with or without TBI.    

 

Not surprisingly, family functioning deteriorates after 

injury because of the stress associated with coping with 

both the acute and the more chronic challenges of 

caring for the youth.   The more severe the TBI 

experience, the greater the risks of significant problems 

in functioning.  Nearly 2 out of 3 individuals with major 

brain injury experience a new or a significantly 

complicated prior psychiatric disorder, even in the 

absence of overt neurological signs or symptoms.    

 

BEHAVIORAL SYMPTOMS:  Most troubling is the 

impact on personality, where poor judgment and limited 

insight are prominent and can be long lasting.  Most 

entail behavioral manifestations with disinhibition, 

mood lability and aggression being present.    Those 

with less severe injury have symptoms at the much 

lower rate of  10-20%, which is only modestly higher 

than that of the general population.     

 
 

TYPICAL SYNDROMES:   Secondary ADHD; 

Oppositional Defiant Disorder; Post Traumatic Stress 

Disorder; Depression; Personality Change  

 

Rule of thumb:  Meds + Therapy => better results 

 

PSYCHOPHARM  TREATMENT:  
 

Affective instability, Rage behaviors:  Carbamezepine; 

Valproic acid; SSRI; Neuroleptic 
 

Disinhibited Subtype:  Difficult to treat; need external 

supervision. Treat to target affective lability/aggression.   
 

Secondary ADHD: Stimulants may be helpful; clinical 

diagnosis adequate; methylphenidate safe. 
 

Depression:   Clinical experience is positive for the use 

of SSRIs.  Amitriptyline may be helpful for migraines. 

 

PSYCHOSOCIAL TREATMENT 
 

Assess Family Functionality; Educate; Advocate; 

Empower family. Web-based family supports available. 

Monitor youth for cognitive and academic problems, 

psychiatric and medical issues.   

Address parents and siblings needs.  Avoid premature 

re-exposure to hazards. 
 

SUMMARY:   Most solitary traumatic brain injuries in 

children and teens are mild, with limited long term 

impact on functioning.  Those with severe injuries 

and/or with limited psychosocial supports have worse 

outcomes with cognitive, emotional and behavioral 

problems seen.   Active treatment and support for the 

family can help the affected individual.   Injury risk is 

increased in the presence of premorbid psychiatric 

symptoms.   
 

A future edition will discuss the findings and 

management needs of mild concussions.   
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